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Abstract
In this paper we propose a domain adaptation algorithm designed for
graph domains. Given a source graph with many labeled nodes and a
target graph with few or no labeled nodes, we aim to estimate the target
labels by making use of the similarity between the characteristics of the
variation of the label functions on the two graphs. Our assumption about
the source and the target domains is that the local behaviour of the label
function, such as its spread and speed of variation on the graph, bears
resemblance between the two graphs. We estimate the unknown target
labels by solving an optimization problem where the label information is
transferred from the source graph to the target graph based on the prior
that the projections of the label functions onto localized graph bases be
similar between the source and the target graphs. In order to efficiently
capture the local variation of the label functions on the graphs, spectral
graph wavelets are used as the graph bases. Experimentation on various
data sets shows that the proposed method yields quite satisfactory clas-
sification accuracy compared to reference domain adaptation methods.
Keywords: Domain adaptation, spectral graph theory, graph signal
processing, spectral graph wavelets, graph Laplacian
1 Introduction
A common assumption in machine learning is that the training and the
test data are sampled from the same distribution. However, in many prac-
tical scenarios the distributions of data samples in the training and test
phases may differ. Domain adaptation methods aim to provide solutions
to machine learning problems by dealing with this distribution discrep-
ancy. In domain adaptation, the label information is mostly available
in a source domain, while few or no class labels are known in the tar-
get domain. The purpose is to improve the classification performance in
the target domain by exploiting the source domain labels as well as some
presumed relation between the two domains.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the domain adaptation problem studied in our work.
A source graph with many labeled samples and a target graph with few labeled
samples are illustrated. Using the source label information and the similarity
between the local characteristics of the label functions on the two graphs, the
unknown labels on the target graph are estimated.
A variety of domain adaptation approaches have been proposed so far.
Some methods are based on reweighing the samples for removing the sam-
ple selection bias [1, 2]. Another common line of solution is to align the
source and the target domains in a joint feature space; via projections
or transformations [3, 4, 5], kernel space representations [6, 7], or deep
networks [8, 9]. All such methods share the property that they strictly
depend on feature space representations of data. The common effort in
these works is to successfully align the source and the target distributions
via transformations based on certain techniques and assumptions. Such
transformations are relatively easy to compute when the deviation be-
tween the two distributions is small. On the other hand, when the source
and the target distributions differ significantly, feature space methods of-
ten suffer from some performance loss as the intricacy of the actual trans-
formation between the two domains is beyond the representation power
of the transformation models they employ. Moreover, in certain machine
learning problems involving classification or regression on platforms such
as social networks, feature space representations may even not be avail-
able as data samples correspond to graph nodes (e.g. users), rather than
vectors in an ambient space.
In this work, we propose a domain adaptation method that aims to
overcome such shortcomings. The proposed method is based purely on
graph representations of the source and the target domains. Graph meth-
ods provide flexibility in challenging setups where the two feature spaces
are hard to align due to high dimensionality or the nonlinearity and ir-
regularity of the warping between the two domains. In the proposed
approach, the source and the target domains are represented respectively
with a source graph and a target graph. We assume that few or no labels
are available in the target domain. The computation of the class labels
in the target domain is then cast as the estimation of an unknown label
function on the target graph. Our assumption is that the variation of
the class label function bears similar characteristics between the source
and the target graphs: In a typical classification problem, different classes
may have different characteristics regarding their localization, spread, and
separability from each other. This is illustrated in Figure 1, where the
green class has wider spread than and better separation from the other
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two classes, while the red and the blue classes tend to be more localized
and entangled with each other. Then, assuming that such class-specific
characteristics are common between the source and the target domains,
our purpose is to obtain an accurate estimate of the class labels on the
target graph.
Our solution is based on the idea of representing the source and the
target label functions in terms of a set of localized signals on the two
graphs. The extension of classical signal processing techniques to graph
domains has been an emerging research topic of the recent years, during
which graph equivalents of concepts like harmonic analysis and filtering
have been developed [10, 11, 12]. In our work, we choose to represent
class label functions in terms of graph wavelets [13]. The spectral graph
wavelets proposed in [13] inherit their distinguishing characteristics such
as adjustable scale and localization from the wavelets in classical signal
processing theory. Graph wavelets provide convenient representations for
our problem since we are interested in capturing class-specific variations of
the label function in relation to, e.g., how localized each class is and how
fast the label function tends to change in different regions of the graph.
A mild assumption of our method is the availability of a small set
of matches across the source and the target graphs, where a “match”
refers to a source-target data sample pair belonging to the same class and
related in a particular way depending on the problem, such as originating
from related data resources. For instance, in a text classification problem,
a pair of text feature vectors representing the same article written in a
source language and translated into a target language may constitute a
“match” between the two domains. Similarly, in a web page classification
problem, a “match” may consist of an image feature (source) and a text
feature (target) that are extracted from the same web page. Although its
reliance on the availability of a set of matches may seem to be a limitation
of our framework, our algorithm often requires a small number of matches
to attain satisfactory performance. Also, in many practical settings, even
if such matches are not available beforehand, it is often easy to form a
small subset of such matches and inject them into the data set.
We formulate the connection between the source and the target do-
mains via graph wavelets localized around the matched nodes across the
two graphs, which serve as “anchor” points for characterizing and sharing
the class-specific, local behaviors of the label functions. The information
of the source label function is transmitted to the target graph through its
projection onto the graph wavelets as depicted in Figure 2. Our formal
problem definition is then the following: Given a source graph and a target
graph, we estimate the unknown labels such that the projections of the
source and the target label functions onto the graph wavelets localized
around matched graph nodes have similar coefficients. Employing also
smoothness and label consistency priors on the label functions, the label
estimation is formulated as a convex and quadratic optimization problem
that can be solved analytically. In our method, the source and the target
graphs are constructed independently of each other, in possibly different
ambient spaces; therefore, the proposed method is conveniently applicable
in heterogeneous domain adaptation settings. Also, as it does not strictly
require the knowledge of labels in the target domain, it can be applied
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed method. Graph wavelets are represented
with bars, whose heights indicate the signal amplitude. Matched node pairs are
shown with yellow color. The label function on the source graph is projected
onto graph wavelets localized around matched nodes and the projection coef-
ficients are transferred to the target graph. The label function on the target
graph is estimated using the wavelet coefficients.
to unsupervised domain adaptation problems as well. Experimental re-
sults show that the proposed method performs successfully and achieves
state-of-the-art classification accuracy on various types of data.
Our main contributions in this paper are the following.
• We formulate the domain adaptation problem in a pure graph set-
ting, unlike mainstream methods that formulate the problem in a
feature space.
• We propose the idea of representing label functions via spectral
graph wavelets for the first time in the context of domain adap-
tation.
• We present an algorithm that estimates the target label function by
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fitting its wavelet coefficients to those of the source label function.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview
the related literature. In Section 3, we present a brief introduction to basic
concepts in spectral graph theory, overview spectral graph wavelets, and
then describe the proposed domain adaptation algorithm. In Section 4,
we evaluate the performance of the proposed method with comparative
experiments. In Section 5, we conclude.
2 Related Work
Going beyond the traditional machine learning paradigm that expects the
training and test data to share similar characteristics, from late 90s on,
researchers started studying whether one could efficiently transfer knowl-
edge between two domains with differing distributions. Early works in
this field explored relatively simple schemes such as sample reweighting,
co-training, and basic feature augmentation solutions, while succeeding
research efforts progressively shifted towards methods that actively seek
to construct a mapping between the two domains [14]. Currently, a great
body of works focuses on learning elaborate and rich models from large
data sets with sophisticated techniques [9].
The most basic form of domain adaptation is the covariate shift or
sample selection bias problem, where the conditional distribution of the
labels is assumed to be the same between the source and the target do-
mains. Sample reweighing approaches can be successfully employed in
this setting [1, 2]. In the more typical case where the conditional dis-
tributions are different, a relatively simple solution consists of mapping
the source and the target data to a common high dimensional space via
feature augmentation [15, 16]. The semi-supervised EA++ method pro-
posed in [17] augments the source and the target features into a higher
dimensional space where the source and target hypotheses are made to
agree on unlabeled target data. Some works have extended the domain
adaptation problem to settings with more than one source domain, where
a target classifier is computed from the classifiers in the source domains
[18, 19].
A quite prevalent approach in the literature is to align the two domains
using a transformation or a projection [3, 4, 5, 20, 21]. The SA algorithm
proposed in [3] is an unsupervised method that aligns the source and
target PCA bases by learning a linear transformation between the two
domains. The unsupervised GFK algorithm in [4] is based on a similar
subspace alignment idea; however, the source and target bases are mod-
eled as two distinct points on a Grassmann manifold and the optimal
transformation between the two bases is found by computing the geodesic
curve joining them on the manifold. The JGSA algorithm in [5] com-
putes projections of the source and target data into a common domain by
maximizing the target scatter and the between-class source scatter, mini-
mizing the within-class source scatter, and also minimizing the divergence
between the two distributions at the same time. The SCA algorithm in
[7] similarly computes projections by optimizing the between-class and
within-class scatters in the two domains along with the domain scatters
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and the total scatter; however, formulates the problem in a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space.
Some domain adaptation methods aim to directly match the densities
or the covariances of the two distributions in order to align the two do-
mains [22, 23], while others propose a solution based on learning a metric
[24, 25] or sparse representations [26, 27]. In some works, the learning of a
classifier is incorporated into the problem of learning a mapping [28]. The
recent LDADA method proposed in [29] learns a classifier in the original
data space via self-training, where the scatter matrices computed from
class means are used for identifying optimal projection directions. The
extraction of domain-invariant features via deep networks has also been
an active research topic of the last few years [8, 9]. A common strategy is
to reduce the deviation between the source and the target features via ad-
versarial learning, where the end classifiers are also often jointly optimized
with the feature extraction layers [30, 31].
While many approaches focus on feature-space representations of data
as discussed above, there are also methods that incorporate a graph model
in the learning. Several algorithms use smoothness priors of the label
function on the data graph [32, 33] . However, there are much fewer ex-
amples of methods explicitly making use of graph bases or dictionaries
for representing graph signals in classification problems as in our work,
even outside the context of domain adaptation. The studies in [34, 35]
employ graph Fourier bases in solving multiview 3D shape analysis or
clustering problems. The methods in [36, 37] propose to use sparse signal
representations on graphs via localized graph dictionaries; however, in an
unsupervised setting where the purpose is to reconstruct and approximate
graph signals. Finally, the recent study [38] proposes to represent label
functions over graph Fourier bases, which is similar to our work in the
sense that it treats the domain adaptation problem in a pure graph en-
vironment. The label function on the target graph is estimated based on
the similarity of its Fourier coefficients to those on the source graph, while
jointly learning a transformation that aligns the two graph Fourier bases.
3 Graph Domain Adaptation with Local-
ized Signal Representations
In this section, we present our graph domain adaptation method. We first
overview spectral graph theory and spectral graph wavelets in Sections
3.1 and 3.2. We then describe our domain adaptation algorithm based on
transferring wavelet coefficients between the source and the target graphs
in Section 3.3.
3.1 Overview of Spectral Graph Theory
Here, we briefly overview basic concepts from spectral graph theory [39]
and graph signal processing [10]. Throughout the paper, matrices and
vectors are represented with uppercase and lowercase letters. Let G =
(V, E ,W ) be a graph consisting of N vertices (nodes) in the vertex set
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V = {xi}Ni=1 and edges E , where the matrix W stores the edge weights.
A graph signal is a function f : V → R taking a real value on each graph
node xi. A graph signal can equivalently be regarded as a vector f ∈ RN
in the N -dimensional space, which we adopt in our notation.
The weight matrix W ∈ RN×N is a symmetric matrix consisting of
nonnegative edge weights, such that Wij is the weight of the edge between
the nodes xi and xj . If the nodes xi and xj are not connected with an edge,
then Wij = 0. The weight matrix W defines a diagonal degree matrix
D ∈ RN×N given by Dii = ∑jWij . The graph Laplacian L ∈ RN×N is
then defined as1
L = D −W, (1)
which can be seen as an operator acting on a function f via the matrix
multiplication Lf . The graph Laplacian L is of crucial importance in
graph signal processing since it allows the extension of concepts such as
Fourier transform and filtering to graph domains. Several previous studies
have shown that the graph Laplacian L can be regarded as the graph
equivalent of the well-known Laplace operator in the Euclidean domain,
or the Laplace-Beltrami operator on manifold domains [10], [40].
The Laplace operator ∆ in classical signal processing has the impor-
tant property that complex exponentials ejΩt used in the definition of
the Fourier transform are given by its eigenfunctions −∆(ejΩt) = Ω2ejΩt.
In analogy with this property in classical signal processing, the eigen-
vectors u1, . . . , uN ∈ RN of the graph Laplacian satisfying Luk = λkuk
for k = 1, . . . , N are of special interest since they define a Fourier basis
over graph domains [10]. Indeed, for any graph, the eigenvector u1 corre-
sponding to the smallest eigenvalue λ1 = 0 is always a constant function
on the graph, while the speed of variation of uk on the graph increases for
increasing k. Hence, the eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λN of the graph Laplacian
correspond to frequencies such that λk gives a measure of the speed of
variation of the eigenvector uk regarded as a Fourier basis vector.
The definition of the graph Fourier basis allows the extension of the
Fourier transform to graph domains as follows. Given a graph signal
f ∈ RN , its Fourier transform fˆ is defined as
fˆ(λk) = 〈f, uk〉 (2)
such that the k-th Fourier coefficient fˆ(λk) is given by the inner product
of f and the Fourier basis vector uk. Throughout the paper, λ stands
for a frequency variable, and the Fourier transform fˆ is defined on the
frequencies λ1, . . . , λN determined by the graph topology, as common
convention in graph signal processing [10]. The inverse Fourier trans-
form similarly corresponds to the reconstruction of the graph signal f as
the sum of the Fourier basis vectors weighted by the Fourier coefficients
f =
∑N
k=1 fˆ(λk)uk.
Based on these definitions, one can generalize the filtering operation to
graph domains as well. Given a filter kernel g(λ) specified in the spectral
domain as a function of the frequency variable λ, an “input” graph signal f
1Note that the normalized version L = D−1/2(D−W )D−1/2 of the graph Laplacian may
also be preferred in some settings.
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can be filtered by multiplying its Fourier transform with the filter kernel as
hˆ(λk) = fˆ(λk)g(λk), where hˆ(λk) is the Fourier transform of the “output”
signal after filtering. This spectral representation can then be transformed
back to the vertex domain via the inverse Fourier transform in order to
obtain the output signal h as
h =
N∑
k=1
fˆ(λk)g(λk)uk.
3.2 Spectral Graph Wavelets
The wavelet transform is a widely used transform in many signal process-
ing applications such as compression and reconstruction [41]. In the recent
years, several extensions of the wavelet transform have been proposed for
graph domains [13, 42, 43]. In our graph domain adaptation problem, we
would like to efficiently capture and transfer the local characteristics of
label functions on graphs such as their vertex spread and speed of change.
For this reason, in our work we prefer to use spectral graph wavelets [13]
for representing label functions, which are theoretically shown to enjoy
desirable properties such as good localization in the vertex domain and
the spectral domain.
Spectral graph wavelets [13] are defined and characterized essentially
in the spectral domain, based on the idea of extending the traditional
wavelet transform to graphs. Considering a graph G with N nodes, the
spectral graph wavelet transform is specified by a kernel g(λ) in the spec-
tral domain, which is a function of the frequency variable λ. The wavelet
kernel g(λ) represents a band-pass filter and acts on a graph signal f in the
frequency domain via its Fourier transform fˆ as Tˆgf(λk) = g(λk)fˆ(λk).
This operation corresponds to band-pass filtering the signal f to obtain a
new signal Tgf . The graph signal Tgf ∈ RN can be reconstructed in the
vertex domain by taking the inverse Fourier transform of Tˆgf as
Tgf =
N∑
k=1
Tˆgf(λk)uk =
N∑
k=1
g(λk)fˆ(λk)uk
where u1, . . . , uN are the Fourier basis vectors.
This filtering operation is used for defining the spectral graph wavelets
as follows. First, in order to define the graph wavelet transform at an
arbitrary scale s, the wavelet kernel is simply scaled as g(sλ). Then, the
spectral graph wavelet vector ψs,n ∈ RN localized at node xn and having
scale s is obtained by band-pass filtering the Dirac delta function δn ∈ RN
localized at node xn (which is the graph signal taking the value 1 at node
xn and 0 elsewhere) using the filter kernel g(sλ)
ψs,n = T
s
g δn =
N∑
k=1
g(sλk)δˆn(λk)uk. (3)
Here T sg denotes the filtering operation with kernel g at scale s; and δˆn
stands for the graph Fourier transform of the Dirac delta function δn as
given by (2). Hence, the definition in (3) indicates how one can generate a
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Figure 3: Spectral graph wavelets formed on a graph extracted from the Face-
book network [44]. The leftmost figure shows the wavelet kernel g(sλ) scaled
at four different scale values s1, s2, s3, s4; the scaling function kernel h(λ); and
the eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λN of the graph. The second to fourth figures show the
scaling function and the wavelets at scale values s1 and s4, localized at some
node n marked with the black circle. Signal amplitudes are indicated with color
codes such that the amplitude increases as the color shifts from blue to red.
collection of graph wavelet functions ψs,n at different scales s and localized
at different graph nodes xn, where the exact structure of the wavelets
are specified by the filter kernel g(λ), similarly to the way that wavelets
are obtained from mother wavelet kernels in traditional signal processing.
Having defined the band-pass wavelet functions ψs,n based on the band-
pass kernel g(λ), one can similarly start with a low-pass kernel h(λ) and
use it to define the scaling function φn ∈ RN localized at node n, which
is a low-pass graph signal just as in classical wavelet analysis [13]. The
spectral graph wavelets ψs,n at different scales and the scaling function
φn are demonstrated on an example graph in Figure 3. It can be observed
that the scaling function φn is a smooth and slowly varying function on the
graph, in line with the low-pass structure of the kernel h(λ). While both
wavelets exhibit band-pass characteristics, ψs4,n has a faster variation and
changes more abruptly than ψs1,n, as its spectrum is shifted much more
towards higher frequencies.
Finally, the wavelet coefficient of a signal f at scale s and localized
at node xn is found by taking the inner product 〈ψs,n, f〉 between f and
the wavelet ψs,n. We refer the reader to [13] for a detailed analysis of
the localization properties of graph wavelets and scaling functions and
also on what constitutes a proper choice of the kernels g(λ) and h(λ) in
order to ensure such properties. It is further discussed in [13] that, under
an appropriate sampling s1, . . . , sJ of the scale parameter s, the scaling
function and the wavelets {φn}∪{ψsj ,n}, n = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , J form
a frame. In our work, we use such a collection of graph signals, which
consists of a low-pass scaling function and a couple of band-pass wavelets
at different nodes. In the next section, we discuss how one can exploit
these localized signal representations in order to transfer knowledge from
one graph to another in domain adaptation.
3.3 Domain Adaptation with Spectral Graph Wavelets
We now focus on the problem of domain adaptation in a setting with
a source graph Gs = (Vs, Es,W s) and a target graph Gt = (Vt, Et,W t)
whose nodes represent the source data {xsi}Nsi=1 and the target data {xti}Nti=1.
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In some settings, graphs are known and available beforehand, e.g. as in
problems related to social networks, whereas in some other applications,
the graphs are to be constructed from the data set. While the construc-
tion of the graphs is out of the scope of our work, it is often suitable to
adopt common strategies such as choosing the neighbors with respect to
the K-NN rule and setting the edge weights with a Gaussian kernel. Let
Ls ∈ RNs×Ns and Lt ∈ RNt×Nt denote the source and the target graph
Laplacian matrices obtained from the weight matrices W s ∈ RNs×Ns and
W t ∈ RNt×Nt as in (1).
We consider a pair of class label functions fs ∈ RNs and f t ∈ RNt ,
respectively on the source and the target graphs. We address a setting
where the class labels are largely known on the source graph, whereas few
labels are known on the target graph. Let ysi denote the label of the source
node xsi whenever x
s
i is labeled, and let y
t
i be defined similarly in the target
domain. We assume that a small set of matched nodes {(xsmi , xtni)}Qi=1
between the source and the target graphs is available2. These matched
node pairs serve as anchor points in transferring the knowledge of the
local behavior of the label functions fs and f t between the two graphs.
In practice, these node pairs may consist of data samples related in a
certain way, e.g., extracted from the same resource.
Our method is based on the following idea: In a setting where the label
functions fs and f t share similar local characteristics on the source and
the target graphs, the wavelet coefficients of the label functions must also
be similar. For a pair of matched nodes (xsmi , x
t
ni) known to be related
to each other, this assumption can be formulated as
〈ψss,mi , fs〉 ≈ 〈ψts,ni , f t〉 and 〈φsmi , fs〉 ≈ 〈φtni , f t〉
at all scales s. Here ψss,mi and φ
s
mi respectively denote the wavelet at scale
s and the scaling function on the source graph localized at node xsmi , and
similarly ψts,ni and φ
t
ni denote those on the target graph localized at node
xtni . One may wonder about the validity of this assumption; i.e., whether
the wavelet coefficients may indeed be expected to match in this way
in practice, especially considering that the source and the target graphs
are constructed independently. While there already exist results showing
that wavelet functions constructed on topologically similar graphs are
close to each other [45], we further study our assumption in Section 4.2
and experimentally confirm that the projections of the label functions
onto the wavelets on the source and the target graphs yield quite similar
coefficients in typical domain adaptation problems.
Let Ψsmi ∈ RNs×(J+1) and Ψtni ∈ RNt×(J+1) denote respectively the
matrices whose columns consist of the source and the target scaling func-
tions and wavelets for a sampling {s1, . . . sJ} of the scale parameter at a
matched pair (xsmi , x
t
ni)
Ψsmi = [φ
s
mi ψ
s
s1,mi . . . ψ
s
sJ ,mi ], Ψ
t
ni = [φ
t
ni ψ
t
s1,ni . . . ψ
t
sJ ,ni ]. (4)
2An arbitrary indexing with the indices mi and ni is preferred in our notation since no
relation is assumed to be known between the source and the target graphs apart from the
matched node pairs. The node enumerations are assumed to be arbitrary.
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In the determination of the wavelet functions, we adopt a logarithmic
sampling of the scale parameter s as proposed in [13]. Let us also define the
matrices Ψs ∈ RNs×Q(J+1) and Ψt ∈ RNt×Q(J+1) containing the scaling
functions and wavelets at all Q matched node pairs as
Ψs = [Ψsm1 Ψ
s
m2 . . .Ψ
s
mQ ], Ψ
t = [Ψtn1 Ψ
t
n2 . . .Ψ
t
nQ ]. (5)
In a setting where labels are completely available on the source graph,
evaluating the graph wavelet coefficients of the source label function fs
at the source matched nodes {xsmi} and transferring them to the target
graph along their correspondences {xtni}, one can reconstruct the target
label function based on the transferred wavelet coefficients. If a reliable
set of sufficiently many matches are available, one may expect to have a
good reconstruction of f t on the target graph by solving the inverse prob-
lem (Ψt)T f t = (Ψs)T fs. However, some possible challenges that might
be encountered are the following. First, the number of matches might be
limited in practice. Moreover, one may not always have a complete set of
labels in the source domain, in which case the source wavelet coefficients
(Ψs)T fs cannot be computed. Due to these difficulties, we propose to es-
timate the label functions fs and f t by solving the following optimization
problem
min
fs,ft
F (fs, f t) (6)
where
F (fs, f t) = ‖Ssfs − ys‖2 + ‖Stf t − yt‖2 + µ‖(Ψs)T fs − (Ψt)T f t‖2
+γs((f
s)TLsfs) + γt((f
t)TLtf t).
(7)
Here, ys ∈ RMs and yt ∈ RMt are label vectors consisting of the known
labels {ysi } and {yti} on the source and the target graphs, where Ms and
Mt are the number of known labels on each graph. The matrices S
s ∈
RMs×Ns and St ∈ RMt×Nt are binary selection matrices consisting of 0’s
and 1’s, which extract the labeled entries of fs and f t and enforce them to
be in agreement with the known labels in the vectors ys and yt. The third
term in (7) imposes the source wavelet coefficients (Ψs)T fs to be similar
to the target wavelet coefficients (Ψt)T f t at the set of matched nodes.
Finally, the last two terms serve as regularization terms that prevent the
label function estimates fs and f t from varying too fast on the graphs, via
the source and the target graph Laplacians Ls and Lt. The parameters
µ, γs, and γt are nonnegative scalars weighting the contribution of each
term.
In order to solve the optimization problem in (6), we first notice that
the objective function F (fs, f t) is convex with respect to the optimization
variables fs and f t, since the graph Laplacian matrices Ls and Lt are
always positive semi-definite. We can then simply solve the problem by
analytically setting the derivatives of F (fs, f t) with respect to fs and f t
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Algorithm 1 Graph Domain Adaptation with Matched Local Projections
(GrALP)
1: Input:
Ls, Lt: Source and target graph Laplacian matrices
ys, yt: Available source and target labels
Algorithm:
2: Compute the wavelet matrices Ψs and Ψt as in (5).
3: Compute the matrix A as in (10).
4: Compute fs and f t as in (9).
5: Output:
f t: Estimated target label function
fs: Estimated source label function
to 0:
∂F (fs, f t)
∂fs
=2(Ss)TSsfs − 2(Ss)T ys + 2µΨs(Ψs)T fs − 2µΨs(Ψt)T f t
+ 2γsL
sfs = 0
∂F (fs, f t)
∂f t
=2(St)TStf t − 2(St)T yt + 2µΨt(Ψt)T f t − 2µΨt(Ψs)T fs
+ 2γtL
tf t = 0
(8)
Solving these two equations together, we get
f t =((St)TSt + µΨt(Ψt)T − µ2Ψt(Ψs)TAΨs(Ψt)T + γtLt)−1
((St)T yt + µΨt(Ψs)TA(Ss)T ys)
fs =A((Ss)T ys + µΨs(Ψt)T f t)
(9)
where
A = ((Ss)TSs + µΨs(Ψs)T + γsL
s)−1. (10)
This gives the estimates of the source and the target label functions fs
and f t. We call the proposed algorithm Graph Domain Adaptation with
Matched Local Projections (GrALP) and summarize it in Algorithm 1.
3.4 Complexity Analysis of the Algorithm
The complexity of the proposed method is analyzed in this section. First,
assuming that the graph weight matrices W s and W t are known, the time
complexities of computing the source and the target graph Laplacians
Ls and Lt are of O(N2s ) and O(N
2
t ). Noting that the complexities of
calculating the eigenvalue decompositions of Ls and Lt are respectively
of O(N3s ) and O(N
3
t ), the computations of the source and the target
wavelet matrices Ψs and Ψt have complexities of O(N2s JQ + N
3
s ) and
O(N2t JQ+N
3
t ).
From (10) we observe that theAmatrix can be computed withO(N2sMs+
N2s JQ+N
3
s ) operations. Since the number of labeled samples Ms is always
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smaller than or equal to Ns, this complexity reduces to O(N
2
s JQ+N
3
s ).
The complexity of computing the matrix inverse in (9) can be found as
O(N2tMt+N
2
t JQ+NsNtJQ+N
2
sNt+N
2
t Ns+N
3
t ). Since Mt ≤ Nt, this
complexity reduces to O(N2t JQ+NsNtJQ+N
2
sNt +N
2
t Ns +N
3
t ).
Next, the matrix ((St)T yt + µΨt(Ψs)TA(Ss)T ys) in (9) can be calcu-
lated with additional O(NtMt + NtNs + NsMs) operations, after which
f t can be found with O(N2t ) operations.
The overall complexity of finding the label functions fs and f t is then
of O(N3s +N
3
t +N
2
s JQ+N
2
t JQ+NsNtJQ). Since the number of matches
Q is typically a small number, we may assume that JQ is less than Ns or
Nt. The overall complexity can then be simplified as O(N
3
s +N
3
t ).
4 Experimental Results
In this section, we first present the data sets used in the experiments, then
evaluate the performance of the proposed GrALP method with compara-
tive experiments, and finally analyze the sensitivity of the method to the
selection of algorithm hyperparameters and wavelet kernels.
4.1 Data sets and setting
The experiments are conducted on four real data sets. In data sets where
the graphs are not readily available, a K-NN graph is constructed in each
domain by connecting samples to their K nearest neighbors with respect
to the Euclidean distance. The edge weights are set with a Gaussian
kernel as Wij = e
−‖xi−xj‖2/(2σ2). The graph wavelets are constructed
independently on the source and the target graphs. The wavelet kernel
g(λ) and the scaling function kernel h(λ) in Section 3.2 are respectively
chosen as the AB-spline function and the low-pass kernel of the form
e−O(λ
4) proposed in [13]. The number of wavelets is selected as J = 4, and
the wavelet scales {s1, . . . , s4} are obtained with the logarithmic sampling
strategy in [13]. The following data sets are used.
MIT-CBCL face image data set. The MIT-CBCL data set [46]
consists of images of 10 participants captured under varying poses and
illumination conditions. The source and the target domains respectively
consist of the frontal and the profile view images of the participants, with
a total of 360 images in each domain. Some images from the data set are
shown in Figure 4a. Matched nodes consist of a pair of images of the same
person captured under the same illumination conditions. The images are
downsampled to a resolution of 30× 30 pixels. The source and the target
graphs are constructed with K = 5 nearest neighbors and Gaussian scale
parameter σ = 0.2.
COIL-20 object image data set. The COIL-20 data set [47] con-
sists of a total of 1440 images of 20 objects. Each object has 72 images
taken from different viewpoints rotating around it. We use this data set as
follows for domain adaptation. The 20 objects in the data set are divided
into two groups such that each object in the first group forms a pair with
the object in the second group that is the most similar to it. The first
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Source domain: Frontal view images
Target domain: Profile view images
(a) MIT-CBCL (b) COIL-20 (c) Facebook
Figure 4: Data sets used in the experiments. (a) Sample images from the MIT-
CBCL data set. Arrows indicate matched node pairs. (b) Sample images from
the COIL-20 object data set. The top and the bottom rows represent the source
and the target domains, respectively. Each column is an object pair assigned
the same class label in the experiments. (c) The source and the target graph
communities in the Facebook data set. The binary label function is illustrated
with two different colors.
and the second groups, each of which consists of the images of 10 differ-
ent objects, are taken as the source domain and the target domain. Two
objects that form a pair are considered to have the same class label. The
20 objects in the data set are shown in Figure 4b. Matched nodes consist
of images of paired objects captured under the same viewpoint. The im-
ages are downsampled to a resolution of 32 × 32 pixels. The graphs are
constructed with K = 5 nearest neighbors and Gaussian scale parameter
σ = 0.2.
Multilingual text data set. The multilingual text data set [48]
contains 6 classes of documents written originally in one language and
translated into other languages. Documents are represented with bag-of-
words feature vectors obtained using a TFIDF-based weighting scheme
[49]. The source and the target domains are taken respectively as En-
glish and French document sets, each of which contains a total of 1500
documents. A matched node pair consists of an English document and
its translation into French. The dimension of feature vectors is reduced
to 1000 with PCA as preprocessing. The graphs are constructed with
K = 25 nearest neighbors and edge weights are computed using cosine
similarity.
Social network data set. The Facebook data set [44] consists of
several subnetworks extracted from the Facebook network. Nodes repre-
sent Facebook users and edges indicate the friendship relationship between
users in the graph of each network. The two networks representing differ-
ent user communities with 168 and 61 users illustrated in Figure 4c are
taken as the source and the target graphs. The two graphs contain 27
common users, which are deployed as matched nodes in our experiments.
The data set contains information about users such as their education,
work, or political affiliations. We have chosen the “gender” information
as the label to be predicted, since it is provided for almost all users. The
edge weight is taken as 1 if a friendship relation exists between a pair of
users.
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Figure 5: Projection coefficients of the label functions fs and f t onto the scal-
ing function and wavelets on the graphs. The coefficient indices follow the
order of the matched node pair indices and indicate the projections of fs onto
φsmi , ψ
s
s1,mi
, ψss2,mi , ψ
s
s3,mi
, ψss4,mi on the source graph and similarly for f
t on
the target graph, at each matched node pair (xsmi , x
t
ni
).
4.2 Comparison of the wavelet coefficients between
the source and target graphs
We first verify the assumption that the wavelet coefficients of the source
and the target label functions have similar values on the two graphs,
which is central to the proposed method. The projection coefficients of
the label functions fs and f t onto the scaling and the wavelet functions
on the source and the target graphs are plotted in Figure 5 for the four
data sets. The scaling functions and the wavelets are localized around 36,
71, 150, and 27 different matched node pairs, respectively for the MIT-
CBCL, COIL-20, Multilingual and the Facebook data sets in Figure 5.
The wavelet coefficients plotted in Figure 5 support our assumption and
suggest that the projection coefficients at the matched node pairs indeed
bear high similarity between the source and the target graphs, despite
the fact that the two graphs are constructed independently. This is also
verified quantitatively by computing the following normalized coefficient
dissimilarity measure
∆ =
∑
i(c
s
i − cti)2∑
i(c
s
i )
2
for all data sets, where csi and c
t
i simply denote the i-th projection coef-
ficient on the source and the target graphs. The normalized dissimilarity
∆ is found to have the considerably small values 0.0119, 0.0005, 0.0711,
and 0.0521, respectively for the MIT-CBCL, COIL-20, Multilingual and
the Facebook data sets; thus confirming the hypothesis that the source
and the target wavelet coefficients take similar values in typical domain
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Table 1: Comparison of the properties of the domain adaptation methods used
in the experiments. Columns respectively indicate whether each method uses
source labels, target labels, graph models, projections or transformations of
feature spaces, and feature augmentation techniques when learning representa-
tions.
Algorithm Source labels Target labels Graph model Feature proj. Feature aug.
SA [3] × × × X ×
EA++ [17] X X × × X
GFK [4] × × × X ×
JGSA [5] X × × X ×
SCA [7] X X × X ×
LDADA [29] X × × X ×
DASGA [38] X X X × ×
GrALP X X X × ×
adaptation setups.
4.3 Comparative Experiments
The proposed GrALP algorithm is compared to the domain adaptation
methods Subspace Alignment (SA) [3], Easy Adapt++ (EA++) [17],
Geodesic Flow Kernel (GFK) [4], Joint Geometrical and Statistical Align-
ment (JGSA) [5], Scatter Component Analysis (SCA) [7], LDA-Inspired
Domain Adaptation (LDADA) [29], Domain Adaptation via Spectral Graph
Alignment (DASGA) [38]; in addition to the basic classifiers Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM), Nearest Neighbor classification (NN), and the graph-
based Semi-Supervised Learning with Gaussian fields (SSL) method [50].
A comparison of the properties of the domain adaptation methods used
in the experiments is given in Table 1.
In all experiments, misclassification rates of the methods over the un-
labeled target samples are evaluated in the following settings:
Target sweep: The matched node pairs are unlabeled and all other
source samples are labeled. The ratio of the known target labels is varied.
Source sweep: The matches are unlabeled and no label information
is available in the target domain. The ratio of known source labels is
varied.
Unlabeled match sweep: The matches are unlabeled and no label
information is available in the target domain. The ratio of matched nodes
is varied.
Partially labeled match sweep: A certain percentage of the matches
and the source samples are labeled. The unmatched target samples are
unlabeled. The ratio of matched nodes is varied.
Labeled match sweep: All matches and a certain percentage of the
source samples are labeled. The unmatched target samples are unlabeled.
The ratio of matched nodes is varied.
All methods are provided with all label information that leaks between
the two domains through the matches. The SVM and the NN methods
are trained over all labeled samples in the source and the target domains
and the SSL method is applied on the target graph, which are the settings
yielding the best performance. The SCA, DASGA, and SSL algorithms
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Table 2: Parameters of the algorithms used in experiments (denoted as in the
original papers)
Algorithm Parameter MIT-CBCL COIL-20 Multilingual Facebook
SA [3] d 37 57 1000 5
k 23 38 30 3
T 19 15 20 20
JGSA [5] λ 2.98 0.83 0.1 1
µ 1 0.065 100 100
β 0.01 6 0.1 1
LDADA [29] T 5 10 10 10
β 0.01 0.02 0.0001 1
SCA [7] δ 0.01 0.01 10 0.1
k 9 9 5 5
µ1 0.01 1 0.1 1
DASGA [38] µ2 1 1 1 0.1
R 9 10 6 6
require labeled samples in the target domain, therefore, are excluded from
the experiments with no labeled target samples. For the GrALP method,
the algorithm parameters are selected as µ = 1, γs = 0.1, and γt = 0.1
in all experiments and one-hot label vectors are used for representing the
label functions. The parameters of the other algorithms are optimized
for each data set in order to attain the best performance. The parameter
settings of the algorithms that require parameter tuning are reported in
Table 2 for all data sets. The results obtained on different datasets are
presented below.
For the MIT-CBCL data set, the misclassification rate of the unla-
beled target samples is plotted in percentage for all methods in Figure
6. All results are averaged over 20 repetitions with random selections
of matched samples and labeled samples. The proposed GrALP method
gives the best performance in Figures 6a and 6b. The domain adaptation
methods GrALP, LDADA, JGSA, GFK, and SA yield much higher clas-
sification accuracy than the other algorithms when a small set of target
labels are available. As expected, domain adaptation algorithms perform
better than basic classification methods. In the target sweep setting in
Figure 6a, the proposed GrALP method is observed to provide almost zero
classification error, even for a very small percentage of target labels. Sim-
ilarly, in the source sweep setting in Figure 6b, the target error of GrALP
drops quite quickly as the ratio of labeled source nodes starts increasing.
GrALP can use source labels more effectively than the other methods as
it employs the information of the matched node pairs. Considering that
no label information is available in the target domain and the matches
are also unlabeled in Figure 6b, we conclude that the proposed GrALP
algorithm is able to successfully transfer the label information from the
source graph to the target graph through the wavelet coefficients over the
matches. The misclassification rate in the target domain is observed to
decrease down to 3% although there is no label information in the target
domain.
In the unlabeled match sweep setting in Figure 6c, no labels are avail-
able in the target domain or on the matched nodes. Since the algorithms
17
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Figure 6: Target misclassication rates for the MIT-CBCL data set. In panels
(a) and (b) 10% of the nodes are matched. In panels (c) and (e), 90% of the
source labels are known. In panel (d), 25% of the matches and 90% of the source
samples are labeled.
other than GrALP do not use the information of the matched nodes, their
target misclassification rate is not affected by the number of matched
nodes. As the ratio of matched nodes increases, the misclassification rate
of the proposed GrALP algorithm decreases as expected, reaching zero
misclassification rate when 10% of the nodes are matched, despite the
strict unavailability of labels in the target domain. While GrALP outper-
forms the other methods when there is a sufficient number of matches,
we observe that the other methods perform better when the number of
matches is too small. This is for the following reason: GrALP is a purely
graph-based method that does not at all employ the ambient space repre-
sentations of data samples once the source and the target graphs are con-
structed. Data samples are simply represented as abstract graph nodes
and the only way the algorithm can link the source and the target do-
mains is through the matched nodes. On the other hand, all the other
methods (except for SSL) heavily rely on ambient space representations
(feature vectors) of data samples. Having access to the physical coordi-
nates of data unlike GrALP, they outperform GrALP when the number
of matches is too few. The results of the partially labeled match sweep
experiment in Figure 6d similarly show that the proposed method outper-
forms the others, provided that a sufficient number of matches (around
7− 8%) is available. In Figure 6e where all matches are labeled, the error
rate of GrALP becomes very close to 0 when around 10% of the nodes
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Figure 7: Target misclassication rates for the COIL-20 data set. In panels (a)
and (b) 10% of the nodes are matched. In panels (c) and (e), 90% of the source
labels are known. In panel (d), 25% of the matches and 90% of the source
samples are labeled.
are matched. However, the error rates of some other algorithms also drop
near 0 as the number of matches increases, since their access to the label
information increases rapidly as all matches are labeled.
The results obtained on the COIL-20 data set are presented in Figure
7, which are averaged over 20 random repetitions of the experiment. In
Figures 7a and 7b the proposed GrALP method outperforms the other
methods and yields quite high classification accuracy even for a very
small number of labeled nodes. In Figure 7c the classification accuracy of
GrALP exceeds that of the other methods as soon as the ratio of matched
nodes attains 2 − 3% when the matches are unlabeled, while its perfor-
mance is seen to be even better in Figure 7d in case of partially labeled
matches. The proposed method performs particularly well in this data
set. Data samples are regularly sampled from the data manifold, result-
ing in an even and regular graph structure. This contributes positively
to the accuracy of graph-based methods. One can indeed observe that,
being purely graph-based methods, SSL and DASGA also achieve high
classification accuracy in Figures 7a and 7e. In Figure 7a GrALP outper-
forms SSL and DASGA as few labels are known and GrALP exploits the
information transferred from the source graph through the local wavelet
coefficients; while in Figure 7e SSL and DASGA attain the performance
of GrALP, owing to the fact that more labels are known in the target
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Figure 8: Target misclassication rates for the Multilingual text data set. In
panels (a) and (b) 10% of the nodes are matched. In panels (c) and (e), 90% of
the source labels are known. In panel (d), 25% of the matches and 90% of the
source samples are labeled.
graph as all matches are labeled.
Next, Figure 8 shows the results obtained on the Multilingual text
data set, which are averaged over 10 random repetitions of the experi-
ment. The proposed GrALP method performs quite well in this data set.
Even with a very small amount of matched nodes, the misclassification
rate of GrALP is lower than that of the other methods. While the per-
formances of the other domain adaptation methods consistently improve
with the increase in the target labels in Figure 8a, their performances im-
prove slowly or stagnate with the increase in the source labels or matched
nodes in Figures 8b and 8d. We interpret this in the way that the bag-of-
words feature representations of documents written in different languages
are not easy to align by transformations or projections onto a common
domain, therefore, the information available in the source domain cannot
be not exploited efficiently. On the other hand, the graph-based GrALP
algorithm performs better as it relies on relating the label information
to the affinities between pairs of data samples in the same source graph
and transmitting this information to a target graph of similar topology,
instead of learning a classifier based on the ambient space representations
of data samples.
Finally, we evaluate the methods on the Facebook data set. Unlike
in the previous data sets, data samples are not embedded in an ambient
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Figure 9: Target misclassification rates for the Facebook data set. In panels (a)
and (b) all 27 common users are used as matched node pairs. In panels (c) and
(e), 90% of the unmatched 141 source nodes are labeled. In panel (d), 25% of
the matches are labeled. Balanced misclassification rates are reported.
space in this data set, as each data sample represents a social network
user. As the methods except GrALP, SSL, and DASGA require an ambi-
ent space representation of data as input, the data samples are mapped
to the Euclidean space RD with the multidimensional scaling (MDS) al-
gorithm [51] using the normalized graph weight matrices. The dimension
of the MDS embedding is empirically chosen as D = 5. The target do-
main misclassification errors of the methods, which are averaged over 1000
random trials, are presented in Figure 9. The balanced error rates are re-
ported in these results in order to remove any bias due to the unequal
presence of the two classes in the data set.
Gender prediction on a social network graph is a challenging problem;
nevertheless, the gender information seems to be implicitly encoded to
some extent in the graphs of the two communities, which can also be ob-
served by inspecting the variation of the label functions on the two graphs
in Figure 4c. Figure 9 suggests that the proposed GrALP method per-
forms reasonably well in this challenging setup. In particular, in Figure 9a,
GrALP performs better than the other methods when the ratio of avail-
able target labels is relatively low. In domain adaptation applications,
typically no or few target labels are available, and the proposed method
seems to effectively exploit the information in the source domain under
such conditions. In Figure 9b, GrALP is also observed to outperform
the other methods under limited availability of the source labels. Figures
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Table 3: Effect of the µ, γs and γt parameters on the misclassification rate in
the multilingual text data set. Misclassification rates are in percentage.
Parameters µ = 10−2 µ = 10−1 µ = 100 µ = 101 µ = 102
γs = γt = 10−3 24.05 25.92 35.44 46.40 53.19
γs = γt = 10−2 30.36 24.59 26.17 36.11 45.39
γs = γt = 10−1 70.37 31.31 23.73 26.25 33.47
γs = γt = 100 83.33 73.92 33.55 25.88 24.73
γs = γt = 101 83.33 83.33 77.60 55.76 33.84
9a and 9b show that most of the methods have a correct classification
rate fluctuating around 50% in this binary classification problem, indi-
cating that they cannot extract any information at all from labeled data
samples. The comparison of the results in Figures 9c and 9d is particu-
larly interesting. The classification accuracy of GrALP does not improve
much with the increase in the number of matches in Figure 9c where the
matched nodes are unlabeled, in contrast to its tendency to improve in
Figure 9d where the matches are partially labeled. The knowledge of the
labels at the matched nodes is seen to be helpful in this data set, where
the label function (gender) has a much faster variation on the graphs com-
pared to the previous data sets. The results in Figure 9d suggest that the
proposed method can outperform the other domain adaptation methods
if sufficiently many matches are available between the two graphs. The
baseline SSL method performs particularly well in Figures 9d and 9e when
there is sufficiently high label information in the target graph leaking from
the source graph through the matches. The increase in the error rates of
the graph-based GrALP, SSL, and DASGA methods at high match ratios
in Figure 9e is an unexpected behavior, which probably occurs due to a
bias caused by the particular distribution of the matched nodes on the
graphs, which cannot be eliminated with random repetitions as the iden-
tities of the matched nodes (common users between the two communities)
are fixed in this particular data set.
4.4 Parameter Analysis of the Proposed Algo-
rithm
We now analyze the sensitivity of the proposed GrALP algorithm to the
choice of the algorithm parameters. First, we investigate the effect of the
weight parameters µ, γs, and γt on the misclassification rate. The Multi-
lingual text data set is used in this experiment. 90% of the source samples
and 10% of the target samples are labeled and 10% of the graph nodes are
matched. The target misclassification rates obtained with different com-
binations of µ, γs, and γt values are presented in Table 3. We observe that
setting the parameters according to the rule of thumb µ = 10γs = 10γt
yields good performance. This result is also confirmed on the MIT-CBCL
and COIL-20 data sets.
Next, we analyze how the misclassification rate is influenced by the
choice of the wavelet kernel types and the number of wavelet functions
used in the representation of the label functions. The four different wavelet
kernel types (AB spline, Mexican hat, Simple tight frame, Meyer) provided
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Figure 10: The spectral domain representations of the scaling and wavelet func-
tions for AB spline, Mexican hat, Simple tight frame and Meyer kernels. The
number of wavelets are chosen as 1 and 4, respectively in the upper and the
lower rows. Black curves show the sums of the squares of the scaling and the
wavelet functions.
by the Spectral Graph Wavelets Toolbox (SGWT) [13] are tested in our
experiments. The scaling and wavelet functions given by these wavelet
kernel types are shown in Figure 10 for different number of wavelets.
The target misclassification rates obtained on the three data sets with
these wavelet kernels are presented in Figure 11. 90% of the source samples
are labeled, 10% of the nodes are matched, and no label information is
available on the matched nodes or the target samples. Three different
settings are tested with different combinations of the algorithm weight
parameters. The magnitude of the Fourier coefficients of the label function
is also plotted for each data set.
The results in Figures 11a and 11b show that target labels can be pre-
dicted with very high accuracy in the MIT-CBCL and COIL-20 data sets
for the choice of the weight parameters as µ = 1, γs = 0.1, and γt = 0.1.
The wavelet kernel types and the number of wavelet functions does not
affect the misclassification rate much in this setting. The amount of in-
formation transferred from the source graph in addition to the smoothing
effect of the regularization term is enough to obtain very high classifica-
tion performance in these two data sets. In the Multilingual data set,
the classification error decreases as the number of wavelets increases as
seen in Figure 11c. The wavelet kernel type also affects the classification
accuracy when the number of wavelets is small. The classification per-
formance is better with the Simple tight frame or Meyer kernels, which
are observed to have a better frequency coverage in Figure 10 compared
to the AB Spline and Mexican hat kernels for a small number of wavelet
functions. The AB spline and Mexican hat kernels have lower accuracy
since these fail in representing certain parts of the spectrum, behaving
like a band-stop filter if only one scaling function and one wavelet is used
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Figure 11: Effects of the wavelet kernel types and the number of wavelet func-
tions on the misclassification rate.
for instance.
In the second setting, the regularization terms are removed by choosing
γs = γt = 0, in order to directly study the effect of the choice of the kernel
type on the misclassification rate. An immediate observation in Figure 11
is that the performance degrades significantly in this second setting com-
pared to the first one, which confirms the necessity of the regularization
term. The results show that the misclassification rate first decreases and
then increases in most data sets and kernel types in this setting. Using a
too large number of wavelets degrades the performance for the following
reason. As the number of wavelets increases, more and more wavelets
capturing high frequency components of the label functions are involved
in their representation, while transferring the high frequency information
without regularization has an adverse effect as the high frequency part of
the spectrum typically contains undesirable components such as noise or
domain-specific variations. Examining the results for different data sets,
we observe that AB spline and Mexican hat kernels perform better for the
MIT-CBCL and COIL-20 data sets for a small number of wavelets. The
plots in Figures 11d and 11e show that the spectra of the label functions
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are mostly concentrated at low frequencies in these two data sets, indicat-
ing that the label functions have a relatively slow variation on the graphs.
The AB Spline and Mexican hat wavelets are more favorable in this case,
as they are mostly concentrated around the low-frequency region of the
spectrum when the number of wavelets is small. On the other hand, for
the Multilingual data set, Meyer and Simple tight frame wavelets achieve
better classification accuracy for a small number of wavelets. Due to
the rather challenging structure of this data set, the label function varies
relatively faster on the graphs, and has significant high-frequency compo-
nents as seen in Figure 11f. Consequently, the Meyer and Simple tight
frame kernels perform better, as they cover the high-frequency part of the
spectrum better than the AB Spline and the Mexican hat wavelets.
Finally, in the third setting the parameters are set µ = 0 and γs =
γt = 0.1, in order to provide a comparison between our method and
the reference solution that uses only the regularization term to predict
the labels. As expected, this setting acts like a random classifier in all
data sets, since there is no label information in the target domain and no
information is transferred from the source domain in these experiments.
A global conclusion of all these experimental results is that the effect
of the wavelet kernel types and the number of wavelets can vary among
different data sets. The kernels should be carefully selected, considering
the task at hand, the properties of the label function, and possibly the
graph topology.
5 Conclusion
We have presented a domain adaptation method for classification prob-
lems defined on graph domains. The proposed method is based on the
idea of sharing and transferring the information of the local characteris-
tics of the label function between a source graph and a target graph, by
using the projection coefficients of the label function onto spectral graph
wavelet functions. Unlike conventional domain adaptation approaches re-
lying largely on representations in a feature space, the proposed algorithm
has minimal dependence on the feature space properties of data and treats
the problem in an abstract graph setting. This leads to a flexible data
representation model turning out to be advantageous for various domain
adaptation problems that may be challenging to treat in the original data
space. A mild assumption of the method is the availability of a small set
of matches between the two graphs. Some future directions are the exten-
sion of the method to the case of unavailable match information, and the
optional integration of available data feature vectors into the learning.
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